
KING OF DATA

REF. 2201SP1501

SOFTWARE ENGINEER OFFER 

CONTEXT

KING OF DATA is an International Software and computing services Company based in Europe
and Canada.  We currently  have  open positions both for  Madrid  and Barcelona.   (Desirable
Madrid). 

Are you thinking of next steps in your career path? You deserve a company that really cares
about its talent. Our client, is looking for a Software Engineer to join our European Production
Support team.

The ideal candidate will prefer the excitement of shaping the technology evolution of a leading
global company over following the beaten path, and regard highly qualified colleagues not as
competition but as a learning and development opportunity.

This Group is one of the most trusted insurance and asset management companies in the world.
Caring for our employees, their ambitions, dreams and challenges, is what makes us a unique
employer. Together we can build an environment where everyone feels empowered and has
the confidence to explore, to grow and to shape a better future for our customers and the
world around us. Join us. Let’s care for tomorrow. Our client really believes in a diverse and
inclusive workforce and are proud to be an equal opportunity employer. We encourage you to
bring your whole self to work, no matter where you are from, what you look like, who you love
or what you believe in. At the core of the Group’s strength lies digitalization and its promise of
growth opportunities through a ‘digital by default’ strategy. The department in charge of this
project is the principal driver behind transforming the group into a digital group.

OBJECTIVES

As a Software Engineer, you will:
- Deliver technical solutions for the business, as requested by end users of the product across
countries in the European region
- Be responsible for monitoring and ensuring the health of applications, as well as managing
incident resolution for them
- Handle data related activities (uploads, extractions, reports …) as required by the business
- Collaborate and interact effectively with other application management teams worldwid

DELIVERY

Key Requirements/Skills/Experience

- Experience of 3 – 5 years in IT industry, with work experience in similar roles
- Knowledge of .NET and MSSQL/MySQL databases
- Excellent communication with Client and L3 support teams
- Desirable knowledge in Java related technologies: Java/J2EE, Core Java, Spring Framework,
Hibernate and REST based Web Services
- Desirable experience with Oracle DBs
- Desirable experience in Incident resolution and problem management - Desirable experience
in Service now - Able to provide 24*7 on call support for critical issues if required

If you are interested to apply, please send your CV to : martinez.cecile@protonmail.com
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